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Each catalog and user can now have a time independent of the server and of each other.  If you
use a CyberTools for Libraries web-hosted ASP catalog, then the server's time is set in the
eastern United States.  If you're library isn't in the same time zone, then you need to adjust your
catalog's time via Back Office -> Properties -> Library Name, Address, Phone, etc.:
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Focus on the field Catalog's Difference.  Notice the field to the left, Server's Time, and to the right,
Catalog's Time.  Field Catalog's Difference is a table field, although its value can be entered
directly.  The example library is in San Francisco, whereas the server is in Massachusetts.
Therefore, the catalog is -3 hours from the server.  -3 can be typed or selected from the drop
down list:  

Here is the on-line help text for the field Catalog's Difference:

Purpose:  The user may enter the catalog's offset in hours from the time zone of the host
server.  Enter a positive number for an earlier time zone to the east of the server, and a
negative number for a time zone later than the host server's, i.e., to the west of the time
zone.  In other words, the Catalog's Time Difference is the value added to the server's time
to derive the catalog's time.

Note that the catalog's time will not change for the catalog's other users until they start a
new session.

Format:  The value is a positive or negative number, in whole or half-hour increments.  

Example:  If the server is in Massachusetts, and the server's time is 2 PM, and the catalog
is in Chicago at 1 PM, then the Catalog's Time Difference is -01:00.
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Once the Catalog's Difference is entered then the field to the right, Catalog's Time, is adjusted:
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Sometimes users in the same catalog are in different time zones.  For example, a single catalog
in Indiana or Texas with satellite locations could have users in different time zones.  Each user
then can have a personal time zone setting via Back Office -> Properties -> Staff Accounts:

Note the four fields:  Server's Time, Catalog's Time, User's Time, and User's Time Difference
from Server.  Focus on the latter field.  Note its on-line help text:

Purpose:  This value represents the user's offset in hours from the time zone of the host
server.  If the user is in the same time zone as the catalog, then this field should be blank.  
Otherwise, enter a positive number for an earlier time zone to the east of the server, and a
negative number for a time zone later than the host server's, i.e., to the west of the server.
In other words, the User's Time Difference is the value added to the server's time to derive
the user's time.

Note that the user's time will not change until the user starts a new session.

Format:  The value is a positive or negative number, in whole or half-hour increments.
Blank means the user is in the same time zone as the catalog and is the most common
value.

Example:  If the server is in Massachusetts, and its time is 2 PM, and the catalog is in
Chicago at 1 PM, but the user is in San Diego, then the User's Time Difference is -03:00.
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Once the change is made then the correct user's time is displayed.
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